Distributed Energy Management for Community Microgrids Considering Phase Balancing and Peak Shaving
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Abstract: In this paper, a distributed energy management for community microgrids considering phase balancing and peak shaving is proposed. In each iteration, the house energy management system (HEMS) installed in each house minimizes its electricity costs and the costs associated with the discomfort of customers due to deviations in indoor temperature from customers’ set points. At the community level, the microgrid central controller (MCC) schedules the distributed energy resources (DERs) and energy storage based on the received load profiles from customers and the forecast energy price at the point of common coupling. The MCC updates the energy price for each phase based on the amount of unbalanced power between generation and consumption. The updated energy price and unbalanced power for each phase are distributed to the HEMSs on corresponding phases. When the optimization converges, the unbalanced power of each phase is close to zero. Meanwhile, the schedules of DERs, energy storage systems and the energy consumption of each house, are determined by the MCC and HEMSs, separately. In particular, the phase balancing and peak shaving are considered in the proposed distributed energy management model. The effectiveness of the proposed distributed energy management has been demonstrated by case studies.

Nomenclature

The symbols used in this paper are defined as following. A symbol with \((k)\) at the upper right position stands for its value at the \(k\)-th iteration. A bold symbol stands for its corresponding vector.

0.1 Indices and Numbers

- \(i\): Index of DGs, running from 1 to \(N_G\).
- \(j\): Index of loads, running from 1 to \(N_P\).
- \(b\): Index of energy storage systems, running from 1 to \(N_B\).
- \(h\): Index of houses, running from 1 to \(H_P\).
- \(t\): Index of time periods, running from 1 to \(T_P\).
- \(\phi\): Index of phases, running from 1 to \(\Phi_P\).
- \(m\): Index of energy blocks offered by DGs, running from 1 to \(M\).

0.2 Variables

0.2.1 Binary Variables:

- \(u_{i,t}^{H}\) \(1\) if DG \(i\) is scheduled on during period \(t\) and 0 otherwise.
- \(u_{i,h,\phi}^{H}\) \(1\) if HVAC of house \(h\) on phase \(\phi\) is scheduled for cooling/heating during period \(t\) and 0 otherwise.
- \(u_{b,t}^{C}, u_{b,t}^{D}\) \(1\) if energy storage system \(b\) is scheduled for charging/discharging during period \(t\) and 0 for idling.

0.2.2 Continuous Variables:

- \(p_{it}\) Power output scheduled from DG \(i\) during period \(t\).
- \(p_{it,\phi}\) Power output scheduled from DG \(i\) to phase \(\phi\) during period \(t\).
- \(p_{bt}^{C}, p_{bt}^{D}\) Charging/discharging power of energy storage system \(b\) during period \(t\).
- \(p_{bt,\phi}^{C}, p_{bt,\phi}^{D}\) Charging/discharging power of energy storage system \(b\) on phase \(\phi\) during period \(t\).
- \(SOC_{bt}\) State of charge of energy storage system \(b\) during period \(t\).
- \(p_{PCC}^{t,\phi}\) Scheduled power at PCC on phase \(\phi\) during period \(t\).
- \(p_{PCC}^{t,\phi}\) Total scheduled load of house \(h\) on phase \(\phi\) during period \(t\).
- \(p_{LS,\phi}^{t}\) Scheduled voluntary load curtailment of house \(h\) on phase \(\phi\) during period \(t\).
- \(T_{In,\phi}^{t}\) Indoor temperature of house \(h\) on phase \(\phi\) during period \(t\).
- \(T_{En,\phi}^{t}\) Temperature of thermally accumulating layer of inner walls and floor in house \(h\) on phase \(\phi\) during period \(t\).
- \(\lambda_{st}\) Lagrange multiplier of power balance equation on phase \(\phi\) during period \(t\).
- \(R_{st}\) Unbalance between generation and demand of phase \(\phi\) during period \(t\).

0.3 Constants

- \(c_{it}^{m}\) Marginal cost of the \(m\)-th block of energy offer by DG \(i\) during period \(t\).
- \(\lambda_{it}^{PCC}\) Purchasing price of energy from distribution grid during period \(t\).
In general, a microgrid central controller (MCC) performs the energy management of a microgrid in both modes. The MCC determines the output power of controllable distributed generators (DGs), charging/discharging power of energy storage devices, and the imported/exported power from/to the utility system by solving an optimization problem. The optimization problem is usually formulated to minimize the system operating cost while satisfying various constraints related with characteristics of components and/or reliability of the electricity supply [6]. Various models for microgrid energy management in islanded mode [7–9] and grid-connected mode [10–16] have been proposed in the existing literature. In particular, [10–12] proposed deterministic programming models that ignore the uncertainty of renewable generation, while stochastic and robust programming models that consider the uncertainty of renewable generation, have been presented in [13–16].

In general, the vast majority of proposed microgrid energy management systems in the existing literature are based on solving a centralized optimization problem. Although these methods are straightforward and easy to implement, two problems are associated with them. First, energy consumption by consumers is mostly considered as fixed or asquipotent loads in the form of direct load control (DLC). However, the customers are usually very careful while allowing a utility or an MCC to directly control their appliances—such as water heaters and heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems—because of various issues, such as psychological safety and privacy protection. Second, the centralized optimization model is subject to the curse of dimensionality. As the number of customers increases, the solution efficiency is reduced rapidly. To overcome these issues, distributed optimization models based on dual decomposition are proposed in [17–20]. Since the variables of DERs and each house are only coupled by the power balance constraint, the centralized optimization model can be decoupled into subproblem of DERs and subproblem of each house. The home energy management system (HEMS) in each house solves the corresponding subproblem to determine the schedule of house appliances, while the MCC solves the subproblem of DERs to determine the schedule of DGs and energy storage systems. During each iteration, the Lagrangian multipliers are adjusted based on the imbalance of power supply and consumption. Then, the schedule of DERs and house appliances are updated by the MCC and each HEMS, separately. The iteration repeats until the power supply and consumption are balanced, i.e., the power balance constraint is satisfied.

By this method, the MCC no longer needs to control the appliances of customers directly. Similar to dual decomposition, other distributed optimization algorithms, such as the predictor corrector proximal multiplier (PCPM) [21], have been applied to solve the microgrid energy management problem in a distributed manner. To ensure the convergence of the dual decomposition algorithm, convexity and finiteness are assumed for all subproblems. In practice, however, the subproblems are usually nonconvex owing to binary constraints (on/off of generators and HVAC systems), leading to nonconvergence of the optimization.

In this paper, a new distributed energy management for community microgrids is developed. The single-phase model in [22] is extended into a practical three-phase unbalanced model to enable the adjustment of loads and generation in specific phases. The alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) algorithm is used to decompose the centralized optimization into parallel subproblems of DERs and HEMSs [23]. The main contributions of this paper in addition to [22] are the following:

- Reducing the phase unbalance of the microgrid at the PCC to avoid mal-operation of zero-sequence protections and potentially provide phase balancing service. In particular, phase-wise price signals are proposed to enable the adjustment of loads and generation in specific phases. Note that the phase balancing function is an innovative contribution of this paper.
- Adding the function of peak shaving for the community microgrid controller to reduce demand charge. This function can also be used for emergency load shedding by setting the PCC power limits in specified intervals to certain percentage of normal PCC power.

For the rest of this paper, the community microgrids and thermal dynamic model of buildings are introduced in Section II. In Section III, centralized optimization-based microgrid energy management is formulated. Based on that, distributed energy management for microgrids is developed in Section IV. The proposed distributed energy management is demonstrated on a community microgrid in Section V. The paper is finally concluded in Section VI.
of widespread blackouts. For each house, a HEMS is installed and schedules all appliances in the house based on user settings, such as desired indoor temperature, and communicates with the MCC for price signals or control orders. In a centralized optimization-based microgrid energy management system, the user settings, consumption schedule of house appliances as well as detailed house thermal dynamic model are all forwarded to the MCC by the HEMSs. Based on this received information, as well as the rate/price from the utility, the MCC determines the optimal schedule of DGs, energy storage, and home appliances by solving a centralized optimization that minimizes the total cost of operating the community microgrid while preserving customer comfort. The optimal schedules of home appliances are sent to the corresponding HEMSs, which will control the HVAC and other appliances accordingly. An example of the community microgrid is shown in Figure 1.

![社区微电网示意图](image)

**Fig. 1: Example community microgrid**

Unlike in centralized optimization-based microgrid energy management, the HEMSs actually withhold user settings, house thermal parameters, and other load information from the MCC in the proposed distributed energy management system. Specifically, the HEMS schedules the appliances in the house based on the price signal received from the MCC to minimize the electricity bill while ensuring user comfort. Meanwhile, the MCC determines the schedule of DERs at the microgrid level to optimize certain objectives. The price signal is iteratively updated based on the power unbalance between generation and load. When this iterative process converges, the HEMSs and MCC reach a consensus on the price signal and energy consumption of each house.

### 2.2 HVAC System

An HVAC system is usually controlled by a thermostat. In the case of cooling, for instance, the HVAC is switched on when the indoor temperature reaches the upper limit of the allowed indoor temperature range, then continues running until the lower limit is reached. Thermostats based on this automatic temperature control scheme are widely used.

In a departure from the automatic temperature control scheme described, the HEMS intelligently optimizes the consumption of HVAC as well as other house appliances to reduce the electricity cost and discomfort of customers. As is known, the change of indoor temperature is a gradual process because of the thermal inertia of the house. A house could be taken as a thermal storage facility, which provides the HEMS extra flexibility in scheduling the HVAC system. Specifically, the HVAC system can be switched on to pre-cool/preheat the house during times when electricity prices are low or renewable generation is high. Thus the house can ride through peak-price periods without high electricity consumption and still maintain the indoor temperature within an allowable range. This method is expected to achieve significant electricity cost savings compared with autonomous temperature control [15].

### 2.3 Building Thermal Dynamic Model

Intelligent control of the HVAC system requires to model the house as a thermostatically controlled load (TCL), which is related with a number of factors, including thermal capacitance of indoor air, inner walls and house envelope, thermal resistance between indoor air, inner walls, house envelope, and ambient air, effective window area, etc. There has been extensive research on the accurate modeling of thermal dynamics of houses/buildings. In this work, a two-layer thermal insulation model is utilized to model each house. Based on the rules of heat transfer, the thermal dynamic characteristic of a house could be modeled as first order differential equations in continuous time. Then, these differential equations can be further transformed into equivalent discrete time model by using Euler discretization (i.e., zero-order hold) with a constant sampling time [24]. In this paper, the thermal dynamic model of a house is described by the following state space model.

\[
T_{\phi,h,t+1} = A_{\phi,h}T_{\phi,h,t} + B_{\phi,h}U_{\phi,h,t} \quad \forall \phi, v_{h}, \forall t \quad (1)
\]

where \( T_{\phi,h,t} = \begin{bmatrix} T_{\ln,h,t} & T_{M,h,t} & T_{E,h,t} \end{bmatrix} \) is the state vector, which indicates the temperatures at different layers of the house. \( U_{\phi,h,t} = \begin{bmatrix} T_{r}^A & \theta t \end{bmatrix}, \begin{bmatrix} u_{\ln,h,t} - u_{\ln,h} \end{bmatrix} \) is the input vector, which includes the ambient temperature, solar irradiance and the heat transferred by the HVAC system. In specific, \( u_{\ln,h,t} = 1 \) corresponds to the heating mode of the HVAC system and \( u_{\ln,h} \) corresponds to the HVAC cooling mode.

The coefficients of matrices \( A_{\phi,h} \) and \( B_{\phi,h} \) of a house \( h \) on phase \( \phi \) could be determined with the thermal parameters of the house and the time step size of the optimization horizon. More details on the mathematical modeling and parameter estimation of the house can be found in [24]. The indoor temperature for house \( h \) is limited in a comfortable range as in (2).

\[
T_{\phi,h,t}^D - \delta_{\phi,h,t} \leq T_{\ln,h,t} \leq T_{\phi,h,t}^D + \delta_{\phi,h,t} \quad (2)
\]
min \sum_{t=1}^{N_T} \sum_{m=1}^{N_M} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N_I} \lambda_i^T(p_{it}(m)) + \alpha_{i}u_{it} \right) \Delta t

+ \sum_{t=1}^{N_T} \sum_{m=1}^{N_M} \sum_{i=1}^{N_I} \left( p_{it}(m)u_{it} + u_{it}p_{it}^{min} \right) \forall i, \forall t

0 \leq p_{it}(m) \leq p_{it}^{max}(m) \forall i, \forall t, \forall m

p_{it}^{min}u_{it} \leq p_{it} \leq p_{it}^{max}u_{it} \forall i, \forall t

P_{it\phi} = \frac{P_{it}}{N_{\phi}} \forall i, \forall t, \forall \phi

0 \leq P_{C}^{\phi \phi} \leq P_{C}^{max}u_{\phi} \forall \phi, \forall t

0 \leq P_{D}^{\phi \phi} \leq P_{D}^{max}u_{\phi} \forall \phi, \forall t

u_{\phi} \leq u_{\phi} \leq 1 \forall \phi, \forall t

SOC_{\phi \phi} = SOC_{\phi \phi, t-1} + P_{C}^{\phi \phi} \Delta t - P_{D}^{\phi \phi} \frac{1}{N_{\phi}} \Delta t \forall \phi, \forall t

SOC_{\phi \phi}^{min} \leq SOC_{\phi \phi} \leq SOC_{\phi \phi}^{max} \forall \phi, \forall t

P_{D}^{\phi \phi} = \frac{P_{D}^{\phi \phi}}{N_{\phi}} \forall \phi, \forall t, \forall \phi

P_{C}^{\phi \phi} = \frac{P_{C}^{\phi \phi}}{N_{\phi}} \forall \phi, \forall t, \forall \phi

P_{\phi \phi} = (\omega_{\phi \phi} + u_{\phi \phi})^T P_{\phi \phi} + P_{\phi \phi}^{D} \forall \phi, \forall h, \forall t

u_{\phi \phi} \leq u_{\phi \phi} \leq 1 \forall \phi, \forall h, \forall t

P_{\phi \phi}^{LS} \leq \alpha_{\phi \phi}p_{\phi \phi}^{D} \forall \phi, \forall h, \forall t
4 Distributed Community Microgrid Energy Management

The centralized community microgrid energy management presented in Section III is straightforward and easy to solve. However, this model is subject to dimensional and privacy issues in practical implementation, since the HVAC systems and voluntary load shedding are directly controlled by the MCC. First of all, the dimension of the optimization problem rises rapidly with the growth of customer scale, which compromises the solution efficiency. As a result, more computing resources are required by the MCC. Besides, the MCC requires access to the thermal dynamic models and detailed load information for all houses, whereas customers generally prefer to conceal all information behind the meters and control their home appliances by themselves. Therefore, our objective is to break down the centralized optimization and obtain a distributed, scalable, privacy-preserving microgrid energy management.

In this section, we propose a distributed algorithm to solve the centralized optimization model (1)-(23) using ADMM [23]. The centralized optimization model has a separable structure, since the constraint (18) is a complicating constraint involving variables from both the microgrid level and the house level. Therefore, we use ADMM to decompose the centralized optimization model into optimization subproblems at the microgrid and house levels. The subproblems are solved by the MCC and the HEMSs separately, and the solutions are coordinated by an iterative process.

\[
R_{\phi t}^{(k)} = \sum_{i=1}^{N_G} p_{\phi i}^{(k)} + p_{W t}^{(k)} + p_{PV t}^{(k)} + \sum_{b=1}^{N_B} \left( p_{D b}^{(k)}(k) - p_{C b}^{(k)}(k) \right) + p_{\phi t}^{(k)} + \sum_{h=1}^{N_H} \left( \sum_{\phi b}^{(k)}(k) - p_{L S}^{\phi h} \right) \forall \phi, \forall t \quad (24)
\]

Initially set at \( k \leftarrow 0 \), the HEMSs schedule their appliances randomly and communicate them to the MCC. In the meantime, the MCC updates the unbalanced power of each phase and schedules the microgrid-level resources randomly. At the beginning of each iteration, the MCC updates the unbalanced power of each phase according to (24) and communicates the prime residual \( R_{\phi t}^{(k)} \) and price signal \( \lambda_{\phi t}^{(k)} \) to the corresponding HEMSs connected to each phase. Then the following process occurs.

1. Each HEMS solves the HEMS subproblem as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\min & \quad \sum_{t=1}^{N_T} \left( \omega_{\phi h t} R_{\phi h t}^{L S} - T_{\phi h t}^{D} \right) + V_{\phi h t}^{L S} P_{\phi h t}^{L S} \\
& \quad - \sum_{t=1}^{N_T} \lambda_{\phi t}^{(k)} \left( R_{\phi t}^{(k)} - p_{\phi t}^{L S}(k) \right) \\
& \quad - \left( P_{\phi h t} - p_{\phi h t}^{L S} \right) \right) + \frac{\rho}{2} \left( R_{\phi h}^{(k)} + p_{\phi h}^{L S}(k) \right) \\
& \quad - \left( P_{\phi h} - p_{\phi h}^{L S} \right) \right)^2 \right) \quad (25)
\end{align*}
\]

s.t. (1), (2), (15) - (17), and (21) - (23)

2. The MCC solves the MCC subproblem as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\min & \quad \sum_{t=1}^{N_T} \left( \omega_{\phi h t} R_{\phi h t}^{L S} - T_{\phi h t}^{D} \right) + V_{\phi h t}^{L S} P_{\phi h t}^{L S} \\
& \quad - \sum_{t=1}^{N_T} \lambda_{\phi t}^{(k)} \left( R_{\phi t}^{(k)} - p_{\phi t}^{L S}(k) \right) \\
& \quad - \left( P_{\phi h t} - p_{\phi h t}^{L S} \right) \right) + \frac{\rho}{2} \left( R_{\phi h}^{(k)} + p_{\phi h}^{L S}(k) \right) \\
& \quad - \left( P_{\phi h} - p_{\phi h}^{L S} \right) \right)^2 \right) \quad (25)
\end{align*}
\]

s.t. (4) - (14), and (19) - (20)

At the end of each iteration, the HEMSs communicate their updated schedules \( p_{\phi i}^{(k)}(k) \) and \( p_{\phi h}^{L S}(k) \) to the MCC, then the MCC updates the prime residual \( R_{\phi t}^{(k+1)} \) and price signal \( \lambda_{\phi t}^{(k+1)} \) according to (24) and (27). This iterative process is repeated until convergence occurs. In this distributed optimization scheme, prices are iteratively negotiated between customers and generators (including DGs, energy storage and utility). Therefore, this approach has the advantage of being self-contained in the sense that it does not need other price constraints, because price procurement is based on an iterative negotiation process.

\[
\lambda_{\phi t}^{(k+1)} = \lambda_{\phi t}^{(k)} - \rho R_{\phi t}^{(k+1)} \quad (27)
\]

A complete description of the proposed distributed energy management system can be found in Algorithm 1. Compared with traditional dual decomposition algorithm, ADMM adds an augmented Lagrangian term with a penalty factor \( \rho > 0 \). This augmented Lagrangian term is introduced in part to bring robustness to the dual decomposition algorithm, and particularly to yield convergence when assumptions of strict convexity and finiteness of (3) are no longer valid. In other words, ADMM improves the classic dual decomposition algorithm with the superior convergence properties of augmented Lagrangian methods. Note that ADMM cannot guarantee a global optimum like other nonconvex optimization algorithms. The convergence of ADMM for nonconvex problem has not been proved mathematically. However, the solution might oscillate around an optimum because of the nonconvexity of the integer variables. In this situation, a suboptimal solution can still be obtained for practical use by increasing the penalty factor \( \rho \) or relaxing the convergence criterion \( R_{\text{max}} \). Nevertheless, it is often the case that ADMM converges to modest accuracy within a few tens of iterations [23].
In this distributed energy management system, the power unbalance and price signals of each phase are broadcasted to the corresponding HEMSs through the advanced metering infrastructures (AMIs). For each house, the HEMS subproblem (25) is solved, then the schedules of individual appliances and customer preferences are concealed from the MCC. Therefore, the privacy of customers is preserved. Fig. 2 illustrates the information exchange between the MCC and HEMSs.

Algorithm 1 Proposed Distributed Community Microgrid Energy Management

1: initialization $k \leftarrow 0$. The HEMSs set their initial schedules randomly, or using forecasted/historical load, and send them to the MCC. The MCC sets the initial price randomly, or using historical prices, and solves the microgrid-level resources.
2: repeat
3: The MCC updates the primal residual of each phase $R^{(k)}_{dt}$ and sends the two signals $R^{(k)}_{dt}$ and $\lambda^{(k)}_{dt}$ to the corresponding HEMSs connected to each phase;
4: The HEMS of each house updates its schedule by solving the HEMS subproblem;
5: The MCC updates the schedule of microgrid-level resources by solving the MCC subproblem;
6: The HEMSs send the updated total consumption and load shedding back to the MCC, then the MCC updates $R^{(k+1)}_{dt}$ and updates $\lambda^{(k+1)}_{dt}$;
7: $k \leftarrow k + 1$;
8: until ($R^{(k+1)}_{dt} \leq R^{\text{max}}$)

Fig. 2: Exchange of Information between MCC and HEMSs

Fig. 3: Community microgrid test system

5 Case Studies

The proposed distributed energy management was tested using a Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) microgrid test system as shown in Fig. 3. All DGs, PVs, and batteries are assumed to have three-phase balanced output/input. Their parameters can be found in [16]. The community microgrid supplies electricity to 20 houses. A 5kW HVAC system is installed in each house. The coefficients of performance (COP) of all HVAC systems are set as $\eta_h = 3$. For simplicity, the desired room temperatures of all houses during the whole scheduling horizon are set at 23°C. To avoid excessively rapid cycling of the HVAC systems, the indoor temperature is allowed to deviate $\pm 2$ °C from the set point. The temperature deviations lead to discomfort of customers, which is penalized at $0.05$/°C. The maximum voluntary load shedding is limited as 50% of the non-HV AC load in each house, with the price of lost load set as the PCC price doubled. The thermal dynamic models of the houses are taken from [24] (Table 7.1 in [24]). Small random errors are introduced to represent the diversity of houses. The ambient temperature and solar irradiance are the measured data of the Oak Ridge, Tennessee, area on 1 August, 2015 [28], which is a typical summer day in the southern states of the US.

The forecast non-HV AC load of house # 1 and the electricity price at the PCC are shown in Fig. 4. All houses are assumed to have the same non-HV AC loads. The penalty parameter $\rho$ is set as 0.1. The initial price is set as 0.1 $/kWh for all time intervals. The simulation is conducted of a day (24 hours) with 15-min time resolution. Noted that the forecasts of load and renewable resources are subject to errors, which usually increase rapidly as the forecast horizon increases. To handle the uncertainty of forecasts, model predictive control (MPC) has been used in power system balancing models considering uncertain forecasts [29]. For example, if the load and renewable forecasts are updated every hour, the optimization should be run every hour, but only schedules of the first hour will be implemented into the system and the rest will be discarded. The parameters of MPC in this case are summarized in Table 1. In this work, the forecast errors for load and renewable resources have been neglected in the simulation since the MPC approach doesn’t change the proposed optimization model and solution algorithm, but repeatedly run the optimization with the most recent forecast data.

The forecast non-HV AC load of house # 1 and the electricity price at the PCC are shown in Fig. 4. All houses are assumed to have the same non-HV AC loads. The penalty parameter $\rho$ is set as 0.1. The initial price is set as 0.1 $/kWh for all time intervals. The simulation is conducted of a day (24 hours) with 15-min time resolution. Noted that the forecasts of load and renewable resources are subject to errors, which usually increase rapidly as the forecast horizon increases. To handle the uncertainty of forecasts, model predictive control (MPC) has been used in power system balancing models considering uncertain forecasts [29]. For example, if the load and renewable forecasts are updated every hour, the optimization should be run every hour, but only schedules of the first hour will be implemented into the system and the rest will be discarded. The parameters of MPC in this case are summarized in Table 1. In this work, the forecast errors for load and renewable resources have been neglected in the simulation since the MPC approach doesn’t change the proposed optimization model and solution algorithm, but repeatedly run the optimization with the most recent forecast data.

The forecast non-HV AC load of house # 1 and the electricity price at the PCC are shown in Fig. 4. All houses are assumed to have the same non-HV AC loads. The penalty parameter $\rho$ is set as 0.1. The initial price is set as 0.1 $/kWh for all time intervals. The simulation is conducted of a day (24 hours) with 15-min time resolution. Noted that the forecasts of load and renewable resources are subject to errors, which usually increase rapidly as the forecast horizon increases. To handle the uncertainty of forecasts, model predictive control (MPC) has been used in power system balancing models considering uncertain forecasts [29]. For example, if the load and renewable forecasts are updated every hour, the optimization should be run every hour, but only schedules of the first hour will be implemented into the system and the rest will be discarded. The parameters of MPC in this case are summarized in Table 1. In this work, the forecast errors for load and renewable resources have been neglected in the simulation since the MPC approach doesn’t change the proposed optimization model and solution algorithm, but repeatedly run the optimization with the most recent forecast data.

All problems are solved using the commercial MILP solver CPLEX 12.6. With a pre-specified duality gap of 0.5%, the solution time of centralized optimization is about 15 minutes on a 2.66 GHz Windows-based PC with 4 GB of RAM. For the distributed optimization, the solution time of each subproblem is less than 10 seconds using the same computer. Since all subproblems are solved independently, the calculation time of distributed optimization is about 100 times less than the centralized optimization.
Table 2. Total operating cost of the community microgrid in different cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cases</th>
<th>Autonomous Thermostat Control ($)</th>
<th>Base Case ($)</th>
<th>Base Case + Phase Balancing ($)</th>
<th>Base Case + Peak Shaving ($)</th>
<th>Base Case + Phase Balancing + Peak Shaving ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Centralized Optimization</td>
<td>397.95</td>
<td>294.04</td>
<td>294.15</td>
<td>294.26</td>
<td>294.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distributed Optimization</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>294.08</td>
<td>294.40</td>
<td>294.89</td>
<td>295.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference (%)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in parallel, the total solution time distributed optimization is around 3 minutes.

5.1 Comparing Costs of Different Cases

The total operating costs of the community microgrid in various cases are compared in this section. The test cases include autonomous thermostat control (without considering building thermal dynamics in the optimization), base case (considering building thermal dynamics in the optimization), base case with phase balancing constraints, base case with peak shaving constraints, and finally, base case with both phase balancing and peak shaving constraints. In the case of autonomous thermostat control, equation (1) is solved first, then the thermostats determine the on/off state of the HVAC system based on the internal temperature controlled relay circuit. Given the HVAC states, we solve the centralized optimization and obtain the total operating cost as in (3).

The costs are compared in Table 2. First, compared with autonomous thermostat control, the total operating cost of the base case is reduced by 26.11% by integrating building thermal dynamics in the optimization. The cost savings is significant for community microgrids, in which HVAC systems dominate the load. Second, compared with the base case, adding the phase balancing and/or peak shaving constraints to the base case has very little effect on the total operating cost. Note that the base case could be considered as our previous work in [22]. In other words, the functions of phase balancing and peak shaving are realized in this paper with very little additional cost compared to [22]. This also indicates that HVAC energy consumption can easily be shifted for phase balancing and peak shaving without obvious effects on system operating cost and customer discomfort. Third, as mentioned earlier, ADMM converges to a local optimum. However, comparing the difference between the costs of centralized optimization and distributed optimization, the proposed distributed algorithm has almost the same performance as centralized optimization; i.e., the solution is very close to the global optimum.

The calculated indoor temperature and HVAC status of house #1, in the cases of autonomous thermostat control and the base case are compared in Fig. 5. Comparing Fig. 5a with Fig. 5b and 5c, it clearly shows, in the base case (considering building thermal dynamics in the optimization), the HVAC cooling is switched on around 9 A.M. when the indoor temperature is perfectly 23°C., i.e., the set point. Thus, the house is precooled during low price periods to avoid or reduce the consumption of HVAC during peak price periods (1 P.M. – 2 P.M. and 7 P.M. – 8 P.M.), so that the electricity bill of the customer is reduced. Since the PCC can be seen as the marginal unit in this case, the price for house #1 converges to the PCC price, as shown in Fig. 5c.

5.2 Distributed Energy Management with Constraints of Phase Balancing or Peak Shaving

The maximum phase unbalance and total power at the PCC in the different cases solved by the proposed distributed energy management method are compared in Fig. 6. For the phase balancing constraint, the maximum difference in power between any two phases for all time intervals is limited to less than 20 kW. For the peak shaving constraint, the peak demand at the PCC is limited to less than 50 kW. As can be seen in Fig. 6a, the maximum phase unbalance is reduced to less than 20 kW for the cases with the phase balancing constraint. Similarly, the total power at the PCC is reduced to be less than 50 kW for the cases with peak shaving constraint, as can be seen in Fig. 6b. When both constraints are considered, the maximum phase unbalance and total power at the PCC are reduced to the corresponding limits simultaneously. It should be noted that...
It should be noted that the peak shaving function can also be used for emergency load shedding. For example, if the community microgrid is requested by the utility to reduce its imported power at PCC by 50% in the next 15 minutes. The MCC can simply reset the PCC power limit in the next time interval to 50% of the power imported in normal situation.

5.3 Convergence of the Proposed Distributed Energy Management

For the case with both phase balancing and peak shaving constraints, the converged price signals for all three phases and the utility rate at the PCC are compared in Fig. 7. As can be seen, the price curves for all three phases generally follow the utility rate at the PCC except for three periods (9 A.M. – 10 A.M., 3 P.M. – 4 P.M. and 9 P.M. – 10 P.M.). In the periods 9 A.M. – 10 A.M. and 3 P.M. – 4 P.M., the prices in phase C are extremely high. This is because the load in phase C is much higher than in phases A and B (see Fig. 6a). Thus, high price signals are generated to reduce the energy consumption of houses connected to phase C during these periods. Like congestion pricing in transmission level wholesale market, the synchronized consumption on phase C causes an unbalanced issue in this case. As a result, a penalty price is generated to solve this issue. Similarly, during the period 9 P.M. – 10 P.M., the price signals for all three phases are higher than the utility rate at the PCC. This is because the total load at the PCC exceeds the peak demand limits (see Fig. 6b). As a result, high price signals are generated to reduce the energy consumption of houses on all three phases during this period.

For the case with both phase balancing and peak shaving constraints, the load curtailments on all three phases over the scheduling horizon are shown in Fig. 8. As can be seen, during the periods of 9 A.M. – 10 A.M. and 3 P.M. – 4 P.M., only loads on phase C are curtailed for phase balancing. However, during the period 9 P.M. – 10 P.M., the loads on all three phases are curtailed for peak shaving.

Although there are several convergence criterions for the ADMM algorithm (e.g., prime residual convergence, objective convergence and dual variable convergence), a reasonable convergence criterion for the proposed distributed energy management for community microgrids is that the primal residual $R_{\phi t}$ must be very small, i.e.,

\[ R_{\phi t} \leq 0.5. \]
of three phases as a function of the iteration number is shown in Fig. 9. For each iteration, the primal residuals of all time intervals are included and shown in chronological order. As can be seen, the proposed distributed optimization converges after eight iterations. ADMM can be very slow to converge at high accuracy. However, it usually can produce acceptable results for practical use within a few tens of iterations.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, a distributed energy management model for community microgrids considering phase balancing and peak shaving is proposed. Given the price signals and unbalance power between generation and demand received from the MCC, the HEMS in each house optimizes its electricity cost and the customer’s comfort, considering the thermal dynamic model of the house. Then, the MCC optimizes the output of DERs and energy storage at the microgrid level, updates the price signals and unbalance power, and then communicates them to the houses connected to the corresponding phases. In particular, the phase balancing and peak shaving constraints are considered in the proposed model. In the proposed distributed energy management, the MCC guides the consumption of customers with price signals instead of direct load control. The distributed energy management model is solved by an ADMM algorithm. The effectiveness of the proposed model is demonstrated by the results of numerical simulations.
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Fig. 9: Primal residual versus iteration